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If a=O, (3) becomes r= ?-0, the equation of a spiral of Archimedes. 

Under this hypothesis, 0 and D (Fig. 1) coincide with C. 
CT, coinciding with DT, is perpendicular to CD, and, since OCZis a right 

angle, / TCZ= L OCD=9. 
Hence CZ is the initial line and C the pole. 

PROVING THE FALSE. 

By DR. GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED. 

I. THEOREM. Every triangle is isosceles. 
HYPOTHESIS. Let ABC be a triangle. 
CONCLUSION. A C -B. _BC. 
PROOF. Take the bisector of Wa, and erect the per- 

pendicular bisector of AB. 
Prom their intersection M drop the perpendiculars 

MF, MH. Then A AMD= A BMD (by Euclid I. 4). 
. .AM==BM. 

But A CMfEA CMF (by Euclid I. 26). .-. MF=MR; and aCE=C1. 
A AMHB--A BMElI (by Halsted's Elements, 179). 
BF=AH. But already we have FCP01. 

Therefore BCO_AC. Q. E. D. 
II. Just as false is the following from Olney's Geometry, Section VIII, 

Proposition XIV. 
THEOREM. 'Two quadrilaterals having three sides of the one equal to the 

the three corresponding sides of the other, each to each, and the two corresponding 
angles adjacent to the unknown sides equal, each to each, are equal figures." 

A simple construction, due to my pupil R. L. 
Moore, shows that they may be as unequal as we please. 

Make DG greater than DC by whatever sect you 
please, say a centimeter. Take 4DGE=4DcB. Take 
GE=CB. Take A on the perpendicular bisector of BF. 
Then the quadrilaterals ABCD, A FGD fulfill the hypoth- 
esis of the theroem. 

My friend G. B. M. Zerr, in a moment of distraction, has given the fol- 
lowing as proof that these unequals are equal, and it seems that Mr. J. Scheffer 
agrees therein. See THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY, April, 1902, Vol. 
IX, page 10a. 
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Let ABCD, EFGH be the two quadrilaterals; BCXGE, AB=EE, AD- 
EH, 4BCDD4EGH, 4ADCh4-EHG. Draw BK, 
AL perpendicular to CD; EN, BiP perpendicular 
to GH; BMperpendicular to AL; EQ perpendicular 
to BiP. 

Right triangles BCK and EGN are equal, 
also right triangles ALD and EPH (by Euclid I. 26). 

BK EN, AL -EP, also AL-BK=AH=EP-E N=EQ. 
.. right triangles ABM=FEQ; since AB-EE and A9If=EQ. 
.. BM &FQ. .-. BM=KL=EQ-NP. .-. BKLM=ENPQ. 
*. BGCK +ADL + ABMI+ BKLM1f:FGN+ EPH? EEQ+ENPQ. 
*. ABCD=EFGJI, the part equal to the whole. Q. E. D. 
Now what is the explanation of these proofs of the false? Not exactly 

that for the extraordinary blunder which used1 to stand on page 224 of Went- 
worth's Geometry (for ten years at least from 1877 to 1887), Proposition XIII, 
?387. "To inscribe a regular polygon of any number of sides in a given circle." 

This, like the blunder of MeLellan and Dewey, in making number the 
outcome of measurement, could only coexist with a colossal ignorance of the his- 
tory of mathematics, while pseudo-proofs like Professor Zerr's, which may be char- 
acterized as figure proofs, are given by those who, like Prof. D. E. Smith, need 
not be supposed unusually ignorant of the history of miathematics. 

A figure we should use, but never suppose that we may rest our proof up- 
on it, draw our proof from supposed perception of it. We must always take 
care that the operations supposed carried out on a figure retain a pure logical val- 
idity and inter-connection. 

The figuire is a help, which, this forgotten, may become a harm. 
Moreover, what are called problems of construction have a double import. 

Theoretically, they are really theorems declaring that the existence of certain 
points, sects, straights, angles, circles, etc., follows logically by rigorous deduc- 
tion from the existences postulated in our assumptions. Thus the possibility of 
solving such problems by elementary geometry is a matter absolutely essential 
in the logical sequence of our theorems. 

So, for example, elementary geometry shows (Halsted' s Elements, ?502) 
that a sect has always trisection points, and this may be expressed by saying we 
have solved the problem to trisect any sect. Now it happens that a solution of 
the problem to trisect any angle is impossible with only the assumptions of ele- 
mentary geometry. Thus any reference to or use of results following from or 
dependent upon the trisection of the angle would be equivalent to the introduc- 
tion of additional assumptions or postulates. 

Thus the whole "Note on Assumed Constructions" in Beman and Smith's 
Geometry, 1899, page 70, ?112, is seen to be as erroneous as Wentworth's prob- 
lem and Professor Zerr' s proof. 

Austin, Texas, May 3, 1902. 

NOTE. Professor Norris, the proposer of Problem 169, Geometry, over a year ago 
sent with the supposed theorem a note calling attention to the fact that it was not true in 
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general. This note got lost, and when the selection of proofs was made, the fact of the 
theorem being false had slipped my mind. 

We are glad that Dr. Halsted has contributed this article, as it will help to keep 
geometricians on the straight road to rigorous demonstrations. His article on " Some 
Fallacies in Wentworth's Geometry" has awakened quite an interest among teachers in 
the high schools of the country. 

By his fearless exposition of fallacies in the teaching of Elementary Geometry, Dr. 
Halstead has done more to improve geometrical instruction in America, perhaps, than 
any other American mathematician. 

However, we do not entirely agree with him in his criticism on the " Note on As- 
sumed Constructions" in Beman and Smith's Geometry, Second Edition. For the benefit 
of those of our readers who may not have a copy of the book at hand, we quote the note 
in full as follows: 

" It has been assumed, up to Proposition XXVIII, that all constructions were made 
as required for the theorems. Thus an equilateral triangle has been frequently men- 
tioned, although the method of constructing one has not been indicated; a regular hepta- 
gon has been mentioned in Ex. 93, and reference might be made to certain results follow- 
ing from the trisection of an angle, although the solutions of the problems, to construct a 
regular heptagon and to trisect an angle, are impossible by elementary geometry. But, 
the possibility of solving such problems has nothing to do with the logical sequence of the 
theorems. One may know that each angle of a regular heptagon is 5-7x180, whether the 
regular heptagon admits of construction or not. Nevertheless, an important part of 
geometry concerns itself with the construction of certain figures-a part of most practical 
value and of much interest to the student of mathematics." 

We can see nothing erroneous in this note. If it is proved by perfectly rigorous and 
elementary methods that the sum of the interior angles of any convex polygon of n sides 
is (n-2) straight angles, it certainly follows that each angle of a regular heptagon is 5-7 of 
a straight angle, whether the heptagon can be constructed by elementary methods or not; 
or whether, indeed, a regular heptagon can be constructed by any method whatever. So, 
too, if we are given an angle of 33?, X3 of that angle is 11i, whether the angle can be tri- 
sected or not. In this we agree with Professors Beman and Smith. But on the other 
hand we agree with Dr. Halsted in protesting against requiring constructions of such Prop- 
ositions as the one referred to in Wentworth's'Geometry, viz: "To inscribe aregular poly- 
gon of any number of sides in a given circle." Such propositions are misleading alike to 
teacher and student. We do not remember of having come to us, a student having com- 
pleted his plane geometry elsewhere who had the slifhtest suspicion that it is any more 
difficult to inscribe a regular heptagon in a circle than it is to inscribe a pentagon. In look- 
ing through some of the geometries in our possession, we find a few others beside Went- 
worth who have to plead guilty to this fault. Wentworth has left the proposition referred 
to out of the last edition of his geometry. 

Now as to problem 169, taken from Olney's Geometry, Section VIII. We find on 
consulting Olney's Geometry, University Edition, 1881, that the theorem as given by Prof. 
Olney in this edition was not correctly quoted. The theorem, in part, reads as follows: 
Two quadrilaterals are equal when the following parts dre equal, each to each, in both quadri- 
laterals, and similarly arranged: 1.... 2.... 3.... 4. The three sides and two included angles. 
This theorem is definite. 

In Olney's Elementary Geomnetry, edition of 1883, the following proposition is given 
on page 144: Proposition XII. A quadrilateral is determined when there are given in 
their order: 1.... 2.... 3. 1st, Three sides and two included angles. 2d, When the two 
angles are not both included between the known sides, the case may be ambiguous. 

In discussing this second case, Olney draws a figure exactly as Dr. Halsted has, thus 
showing that the proposition is not generally true. We are not aware that this proposition 
is given in any geometry, as published in the MONTHLY.-EDITOR. 
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